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Foundation Action
Taken So “All is not Lost”
Effective July 4, 2009 - Independence Day
The Foundation of the Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart of Mary Inc.1,2,3 (The
Foundation) is a non-denominational 501(c)(3) charitable organization at the service
of the Truth. The Foundation’s primary purpose is the rapid and accurate
communication and dissemination of the messages from Heaven related to the
private revelations4 associated with the apparitions of Our Lady of Emmitsburg5. In
PART I herein, as a duty to The Foundation and in service to our mission6, we make
statement of some policies and positions we deem now appropriate to clearly
articulate. These regard all messages of the apparitions and associated private
revelations as well as all related activities within the Archdiocese of Baltimore. We
find that detailing the important circumstances leading up to this Foundation Action
will best assist in explaining why we are now taking this Action. Then, in PART II, we
commence what will be an ongoing effort to explain the importance of the message
of the “two suns”7, whose appearance will signal intense imminent climate changes
and other effects not all will survive. In PART III, besides encouraging people to
continue to pray and how to prepare, we begin to detail what unfolds since that
message, so that we may not be afraid in this time, which is not a time of a
catastrophic end-of-the-world, but a time of true enlightenment8. As you can
appreciate, there is no specific day or time, but the overall ambiance is now clearly
affirming what Our Lady of Emmitsburg has foretold will come to pass. So we all
must prepare. One preparation to consider is: Honor the inviting request of Our Lady
of Emmitsburg to “Come to the Center of My Immaculate Heart,”9 Emmitsburg
Maryland. Her “Center,” where - even in the absence of her suppressed public
apparitions – she still assures all her children that it remains true all will receive
abundant grace and blessings. To begin, it seems wholly appropriate to consider part
of a message from Our Lady of Emmitsburg given in September 2008:
“…My Son said, ‘Follow Me’; and He did not outline the way. So, go where He goes,
where He takes you; and live in peace within our heart. In the midst of so many trials
and tribulations it is most important now to live in peace within your heart, to be
careful of what you say and how you say it. I have foretold a long time ago as to the
events to unfold. This country is in more danger than perhaps the population
understands. It is more than a crisis and it will affect the entire world, not only
through monetary means, but through other issues as well. Remember, I said:
When the time comes, there will be calamities, one right after another, so that you
will not be able to keep up and focus on only one event. That is why you must be
prepared. I have oftentimes invited you and told you that there is no time for fear,
only time for change….” 10

Our Lady of Emmitsburg repeatedly assures us: Be not afraid! I am not leaving! God
has a plan! His plan involves change in “this end of an era.”
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PART I
- Circumstances of Deprivation As many of you know, Dr. Gianna Talone-Sullivan11,12, the prophet intermediary
through whom Heaven is communicating the subject messages via apparitions and
locutions, in a letter dated October 13, 2008, made response to a Pastoral Advisory
of the Archdiocese of Baltimore dated October 8, 2008. However, many do not know
that Gianna Talone-Sullivan had written a personal letter dated February 11, 2008 to
the then newly invested Archbishop O’Brien, in consult of the counsel of her spiritual
director.
In that eighteen page letter, Gianna Talone-Sullivan sought to do the heartfelt
courtesy of personally apprising the Archbishop of her very personal journey and
situation regarding the private revelations she experiences. Due to many persons
believing factual inaccuracies and untruths, being misinformed, having
misunderstandings or erroneous personal opinions, and in conjunction with the well
documented environment of rampant false witness and calumny, The Foundation
can appreciate that Gianna Talone-Sullivan sought to send this letter clarifying her
perspective to Archbishop O’Brien.
Gianna Talone-Sullivan made an exemplary commitment to Archbishop O’Brien,
beyond the ordinary call of Catholic obedience to the Church: She gave her word that
she would not only do what the Archbishop directed as a legitimate exercise of his
episcopal authority, but willingly went further by indicating she would oblige whatever
he personally desired regarding the matter of the private revelations she continues to
experience.
No response from anyone representing the Archdiocese was received by Gianna
Talone-Sullivan until after the Pastoral Advisory13,14 was directed to be disseminated
at all parishes in the Archdiocese of Baltimore Western Vicarate at all weekend
Masses of October 10th & 11th, 2008. At St. Joseph’s Church15 Masses in
Emmitsburg16 that weekend, a reading of the Pastoral Advisory was recommended to
all parishioners in attendance and it was inserted into all bulletins, which were both
made available and handed out. As is widely known, St. Joseph’s Church hosted the
original prayer group17 where Our Lady of Emmitsburg was giving her public
messages to the world and which was ordered disbanded by an unsigned
Archdiocesan communication in September 2000.
Continuing, on the following Tuesday, October 14, 2008 (which was one day after her
October 13, 2008 dated response to the Pastoral Advisory disseminated the previous
weekend), Gianna Talone-Sullivan finally received the Pastoral Advisory sent to her by
Rev. Msgr. Robert J. Jaskot, Chancellor of the Archdiocese of Baltimore - curiously not
directly from Archbishop O’Brien. Accompanying the Pastoral Advisory was a brief pro
forma letter dated October 8, 2008 signed by Msgr. Jaskot informing her of the
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issuance of the Pastoral Advisory by Archbishop O’Brien. Msgr. Jaskot also indicated
he was praying that: “you (Gianna Talone-Sullivan) will practice the obedience you
have promised in your prior communications” - an apparent reference to her promise
to oblige the personal desires of the Archbishop made in her 18 page letter of
February 11, 2008 sent personally to Archbishop O’Brien. A promise Gianna TaloneSullivan continues to honorably keep, willingly and complacently.
To date, inexplicably, Gianna Talone-Sullivan has received no other response to her
February letter, personal or otherwise, from Archbishop O’Brien.
It should be mentioned that an unsigned “Official Statement from the Archdiocese of
Baltimore” appeared in the September 4, 2008 Catholic Review, the Archdiocesan
newspaper. The article reiterated the widely challenged18,19,20 position and policy
statement of the Archdiocese regarding the apparitions and associated private
revelations, but with one addition. The last two sentences read: “To alleviate
confusion21 among Catholics, the decree (reference to the fallible June 7, 2003
Decree Issued by Cardinal Keeler22) further prohibits any public activity related to the
alleged visions from occurring in the churches, oratories, and other properties of the
Archdiocese of Baltimore. There is no apparent evidence that this prohibition has
been violated” (emphasis ours). The last sentence is widely interpreted, by both
clergy and laypersons alike, to be tantamount to asserting that the Archdiocese did
not find that Gianna Talone-Sullivan and believers in the apparitions were
disobedient23, something a few still accuse.
Gianna Talone-Sullivan, devastated most by the implications the Pastoral Advisory
would have upon Heaven’s plans to help and assist humanity in the increasingly
difficult times unfolding, and the even worse worldwide situation soon coming, with
prompt obedience and with the approval of Fr. Kieran Kavanaugh OCD her Spiritual
Director wrote a response. She made public a signed copy of her personal
response24 to the Pastoral Advisory which was dated October 13, 2008. In the
response, also sent to over 250 US bishops, she states:
In light of the cautions from Archbishop O'Brien specifically addressed to me, I make
the following points:
1. The monthly prayer group at the Lynfield Complex25 will be suspended until
further notice. I will not disseminate any information related to or
containing any messages written or spoken, electronic or printed within the
jurisdiction of the Archdiocese of Baltimore as outlined specifically in the
Pastoral Advisory.
2. Neither my husband Michael nor I are members of the Foundation of the
Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart of Mary Inc., and are no way responsible
for its future activities.
3. Any written healings and testimonies can be sent to The Foundation of the
Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart of Mary Inc., P.O. Box 505, Fairfield, PA
17320-0505.
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Her response also included a poem she wrote down entitled: “Open Wide the Doors
to Christ”. This poem was personally presented to Pope John Paul II in Rome on
October 13, 2000. It is interesting to cite just a few lines of that poem in context of
the current situation: “…Open wide the doors to Christ your hearts, followers. He will
lead you into the journey of deeper mystery and greater clarity. Hold fast to what you
hold followers. Never cease what you have committed to do. You sustain the
members of His Body who are failing as co-workers of Christ. …”26
The Archdiocese of Baltimore ensured widespread dissemination of the October 8,
2008 Pastoral Advisory, by which many persons inappropriately inferred defamatory
and incorrect conclusions regarding the private revelations and the visionary prophet.
There is no evidence that any effort was made by the Archdiocese to use the same
pulpits and means of social communications to ensure Gianna Talone-Sullivan’s
October 13, 2008 response letter was promulgated. However, The Foundation, as a
responsibility and a duty, made successful efforts to make the response available to
the public and to many Catholic faithful, priests and US Bishops; as well as to certain
Holy See offices and persons, including Pope Benedict XVI.
On October 15, 2008, The Foundation, in response to both the Pastoral Advisory and
the Pastoral Advisory response of Gianna Talone-Sullivan, issued its first “Foundation
Action.”27 In that first “Foundation Action” considerations and conditions were
stipulated. Those included civil and Catholic rights and responsibilities with respect
to civil and canon law, respectively. Therein, The Foundation then also informed
members and the public:
“…both in deference to the desires, opinions, and cautions of the Archbishop and out
of concern to not jeopardize the standing or status of Roman Catholics within the
Archdiocese of Baltimore in the profession of their faith, until notice otherwise, the
Foundation will no longer sponsor the Monthly Marian Prayer Service. The entire
future schedule for the Prayer Service at the Lynfield Event Complex in Frederick,
Maryland is suspended. Notice of any further Foundation Actions will be
promulgated as deemed appropriate by the Board of Directors in consult of spiritual
and legal counsel.” (For those who are unaware, an off Archdiocesan Church property prayer
group had for several years been conducted. Gianna Talone-Sullivan addressed this fact to
Archbishop O’Brien in her February 11, 2008 letter.)

Rightly or wrongly, within the Archdiocese of Baltimore the Pastoral Advisory resulted
in the Monthly Marian Prayer Service being suspended and Our Lady of Emmitsburg
was suppressed from being able to communicate messages via Gianna TaloneSullivan. In that diocese, it is not clear that any other free person has any legitimate
binding obligation which censures, bans, restricts, or suppresses any civil or Catholic
right to: listen to, communicate, or disseminate the messages. Outside that diocese,
persons clearly remain free regarding the matter.
Given the abovementioned circumstances of deprivation within the Archdiocese of
Baltimore, we find it may be helpful to restate and reiterate the five points28 not yet
refuted by anyone which were first published by The Foundation on June 12, 200929:
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Important to remember are the following 5 points regarding the ongoing occurrences
of the private revelations associated with the apparitions of Our Lady of Emmitsburg,
which have been, since their inception over 22 years ago30, perpetually and
pervasively scrutinized:
[1] Full Obedience to the Church
Believers in Our Lady of Emmitsburg are verifiably obedient to the Church and
the directive of the fallible June 7, 2003 Decree, most especially and visibly, the
visionary and prophet and her family. No one has proven otherwise and, most
notably, the Church has not found or proved any believer to be disobedient.
But rather, the Church has even mentioned that to the best of their knowledge,
the prophet and believers are practicing Catholics in good standing with the
Church31.
[2] Nothing Contrary to Faith and Morals
Nothing in the content of any of the messages proceeding from the private
revelations has ever been found to be irrefutably and certifiably contrary to
Church teaching on Faith and Morals32. Falsities and fallacy aside, no one,
including the Church’s investigative Commission of Enquiry, has ever proven
that any content found within any of the messages of these private revelations
is contrary to Church teaching on Faith or Morals. This is most significant
because for over 20 years the mystical phenomena have been under ongoing
close scrutiny by many, including the Church.
[3] Attested Legitimacy - No Fraud
Neither the Church, nor any other party has ever proven Gianna Talone-Sullivan,
the visionary and prophet, to be a fraud for any reason33. No one has proven
fraud attributable to psychological instability, physiological bases, or moral
turpitude (deception, lies, greed, avarice, fame/notoriety, etc). In fact, the
medical and scientific evidence indicate possible authenticity; as do as well:
her moral character, psychological profile and mental health, and her
physiological condition. The recent medical electroencephalogram testing
confirms earlier results that the not-normal-to-human-existence ecstasies are
consistent with authenticity. Also, proof does not exist that the visionary and
prophet is perpetrating lies or participating in deliberate or inadvertent, vincible
or invincible deception.
[4] Questionable Church Handling and Investigation
Eminent Marian and mystical theologians, academicians, intellectuals and
others, both lay persons and religious, have already documented and are
becoming increasingly aware of more and more fallacy and injustice34 in the
handling of the private revelations. Many of them conclude it is necessary that a
new investigation be conducted as a matter of urgency. Their concerns include
invalid reasoning in arguments, false assertions, violations of personal and civil
rights, as well as many public and private examples of calumny, slander,
defamation, abuse, and profane and unjustified vilification of the visionary and
those who believe the private revelations associated with Our Lady of
Emmitsburg to be authentic.
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[5] Prophecies Upheld Valid
As regards the predictions detailing future events and happenings, none of the
prophecies35 have been determined to be invalid.
No one has ever
demonstrated conclusive proof, or supplied valid reasons why any of the
prophecies can be deemed with certitude to be: “not possible to ever be
fulfilled.” In fact, more and more of the many prophecies are being confirmed
as fulfilled and many indicate to be unfolding now. While some persons have
labeled some of the prophecies that involve the future: “apocalyptic,” no one
has proven that any of them are contrary to Church teaching on dogma, faith, or
morals. The Church has approved many apparitions as worthy of human
credence having similar revelations which might also be termed apocalyptic. By
simply terming or labeling prophecies “apocalyptic” does not proof of an
invalidation make.

Even though the five points are not refuted, there are some who remain incredulous.
Although belief in private revelation is not essential or compulsory, it is not an excuse
for acts of defamation, calumny, or misrepresentation of the truth.36 Some observe
that a few of these persons who still do not believe in these private revelations:
•

remain “suspicious” of inauthenticity;

•

cling to false notions regarding the preservation of unity37;

•

have disinterest and are complacent and indifferent38,39,40,41;

•

do not want to address, accept, be bothered by, or simply find annoying: the
implications of a visit by the Mother of God;

•

become frustrated at not being able to find proof of inauthenticity and
frequently aspirate in exasperation42;

•

postulate the existence of some unknown or hidden invalidating information;

•

isolate and entomb themselves within their own personal opinions;

•

given an opportunity, speak their personal complaints, gripes, and erroneous
viewpoints to those who will still listen;

•

find ways to anonymously express their own doubts (internet blogs; secret
meetings; the asking of misleading questions; sewing seeds of doubt, discord,
and disinterest; etc.);

•

blame Our Lady of Emmitsburg, the visionary prophet, or believers for what
they perceive is a loss of friends;

•

ostracize believers;

•

do not, for whatever reason, acknowledge their own error, fault, and wrong nor the truth;

With this background information, we can now move on to the policy and position of
The Foundation regarding Our Lady of Emmitsburg related information within the
Archdiocese of Baltimore.
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- Policy and Position of The Foundation First, we can say, it is not the position of The Foundation that there is here an abuse
of episcopal authority, asserted deliberately in desperation, or otherwise wielded as a
club to bludgeon out of sight and out of mind, authentic charismatic grace of private
revelations found inconvenient because arguments of reason and the facts have not
adequately made certain proof of inauthenticity.
However, it is the current position of The Foundation that the exact wording of the
Pastoral Advisory and the Archbishop O’Brien treble use of “strongly caution” and the
use of the word “warning” clearly express his own personal desires. Therefore, The
Foundation respects the Pastoral Advisory as expressing his own personal opinion
and desires. The Foundation also recognizes the unique personal circumstances
which have resulted in Gianna Talone-Sullivan honoring her voluntary prior
commitment, over and above apparent required Catholic obligation, to freely and
willingly oblige the Archbishop’s personal desires.
Whether one believes the private revelations to be authentic or not, the extraordinary
charismatic grace of believing and supporting them remains ongoing and widespread
both within and outside the Archdiocese of Baltimore. The Pastoral Advisory,
apparently and ironically, has caused increased confusion.
Regarding this
development, The Foundation finds it now prudent and necessary to clearly articulate
its position and policy.
It is also the position of The Foundation, as custodian of most important records
relating to the apparitions of Our Lady of Emmitsburg, we can delineate between two
sets: Those coming before and those coming after the October 13, 2008 Gianna
Talone-Sullivan response to the Baltimore Archdiocese Pastoral Advisory dated
October 8, 2008. Again, for emphasis: In her response, she indicated voluntary
willing compliance to her perception of the personal desires of Archbishop O’Brien.
Since messages and information prior to October 13, 2008 remain widely extant
within the territorial jurisdiction of the Archdiocese, we do not deem it appropriate, or
actually possible, to seek its collection and destruction in a “book burning” effort.
Nor can we responsibly or conscionably request censorship or support and enforce
banning the material. We hold this position, especially in light of the serious content
which addresses the grave predicament of humanity, imminent in “this end of an
era”. Therefore:
•

Within the Archdiocese of Baltimore, as regards messages and information which
remain extant that existed prior to October 13, 2008 related to the ongoing
apparitions of Our Lady of Emmitsburg: The Foundation leaves enforcement to
whatever is meant by the language of the three personal “strongly cautions”
expressed in the “warning” of the Archdiocese of Baltimore Pastoral Advisory
issued October 8, 2008 by Archbishop O’Brien, to be carried out by that
Archdiocese and by the informed and good consciences of Catholics residing
within that Archdiocese.
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Within the Archdiocese of Baltimore, as regards messages and information being
given subsequent to October 13, 2008, related to the ongoing apparitions of Our
Lady of Emmitsburg, including messages of advice, help, assistance, and
warning: The Foundation as an entity will not deliberately seek to contravene the
apparent personal desires of Archbishop O’Brien expressed in the language of the
Pastoral Advisory in the “strongly cautions” paragraphs. The Foundation requests
that Catholics within the jurisdiction of the Archdiocese of Baltimore, act with
good and informed conscience in learning what is compulsory in the wording
“strongly cautions”; especially taking into account the consideration of civil and
Catholic rights and obligations as well as personal welfare, livelihood, and
preparation for what has been foretold will come about.

We understand what is unfortunately at stake for the welfare of Catholics within the
Archdiocese of Baltimore and remain prayerfully concerned. However, we regret we
must ask that rather than write The Foundation regarding a change in our policy, we
invite any concerns to be directly addressed to the Archdiocese of Baltimore, while
making a “cc” copy to The Foundation for the record (Most Reverend Edwin Frederick O’Brien,
Office of the Archbishop, 320 Cathedral Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201; The Foundation of the Sorrowful
and Immaculate Heart of Mary, Inc., Attention: “HAVE MERCY ON MARYLAND CATHOLICS APPEAL”, P.O. Box
505, Fairfield, PA 17320).43

These Foundation policies will change if there is a future Archdiocese of Baltimore
policy notice definitively indicating to Catholics within the Archdiocese that they are to
understand something to the effect:
“Archdiocese of Baltimore Catholics no longer should consider that there remain any
binding Archdiocesan personal desires that Catholics are censured, restricted, or
suppressed as regards the private revelations of Our Lady of Emmitsburg and the
associated. Nor are these same Catholics to be deprived of any benefit derived or
obtained from the loving words of help and assistance emanating from the private
revelations.”

Should the Archdiocese of Baltimore make a similar notice, The Foundation commits
to immediately make effort to remedy the effectively suppressed and censured
access to the messages and information. Those who have been deprived of the
messages of help and assistance from Heaven, for whatever reason or due to any
misunderstanding, will be encouraged to listen to and learn what Heaven is saying.
We also regret that, in these times Our Lady of Emmitsburg has foretold will become
increasingly troubled, those within the Archdiocese of Baltimore may now not have
opportunity to receive these helpful messages of loving-kindness and assistance
given to humanity from Heaven. She indicates that the coming events will affect the
welfare and livelihood of everyone, including - and perhaps to an even greater extent
– clergy and religious who have not responsibly promulgated the faith of Christ.
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PART II
- Severe Space Weather and Dangerous Space Environment The Foundation remains steadfastly committed to inform and assist all people in
understanding the importance of the messages of Our Lady of Emmitsburg (website:
www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org).
For instance, it is the intention of The
Foundation to continue to explain among other messages from Heaven, the
significance of Our Lady of Emmitsburg’s June 1, 2008 “message of the two suns”44
and how to survive. So we commence to do so in this “Foundation Action” document
and will continue to do so in future communications and enewsletters. At no charge,
Enewsletters are received by anyone with an email address who sets up a
membership account on The Foundation website45 or can be viewed at any time in
the archives at http://www.tfsih.com/eNewsletter/eNewsletterArchive.aspx. Also, all
archived public messages from God the Father, Our Lord Jesus Christ, and Our Lady
of Emmitsburg are there available.46,47,48,49
Because most of the content of the Public “message of the two suns”7 is pertinent,
we here cite completely what Our Lady of Emmitsburg informs and warns:
Our Lady of Emmitsburg Public Message To the World - June 1, 2008
through Gianna Sullivan
My dear little children, praised be Jesus!
Little ones, thank you for coming to pray. Know how much God loves you. He has
given you tremendous gifts.
Children, for the last 20 years I have oftentimes spoken of “change.” I have told you
that there is no time for fear; there is only time for change. You must know by now
that I have recently spoken of an arising of “two suns.” When you see the two suns
on the horizon, you must know that this is a time of change, a time of this new
beginning about which I have spoken to you before. After you see the two suns,
there is only a short time before you will see a tremendous change in weather. After
this, as you know, there are more changes to come.
Children, God did not create only the Earth. God is the Creator of the cosmos, with its
many galaxies, many orbits, different stars and different planets. God is the Creator!
There are other planets like earth, far beyond your understanding.
I can tell you this: Even your governments and the Church authorities already have
knowledge of the stars aligning and its implications upon you. You must not fear but
must be prepared, primarily spiritually.
After awhile, you will see a time when there is another body in orbit around your solar
system, coming between Earth and the Sun and leading to tremendous devastation.
Approximately 60-70% of the world’s population, as you know it, will cease. Of those
who survive, 60% of them could die of disease and starvation.
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Prayer is an answer! Prayer can mitigate much of anything to come. Love and unity
must be at the forefront, not survival of the fittest. But I can assure you that secretly
those in governmental positions around the world and Church authorities all know.
As your Mother and with you as children of God, it is my duty to forewarn you and to
draw you to my Son for protection.
Look not too far before you will see two suns. Make my words known to all people:
Life is important because God loves you. Those who are in control of the financial
world think differently. But I your Mother know what true Life is!
So prepare, spiritually prepare. You will always be with my Son if you trust. God has
a special plan, a new beginning! Look to Him; and do not fear, but love with all your
heart.
I look to you, and I answer your prayers. Even if you are a sinner, and even if you
were wrong, I come for your intercession. Now you must remove your “self” from your
desires and look to help all people. Peace to you (fading whisper).7

Our Lady has said even more about the “two suns.” As she did in the following
excerpted messages:
“…If in the past, during the times of other prophets, God the Father or my Son would
have revealed something about the future, something not yet even conceived in
thought during the time frame of those prophets, they would have been even more
ridiculed, and each of their deaths would have been even more horrific than it was. If
a message came, back in the time of those prophets, of “two suns,” let alone that the
world was round, what would have happened? You see, God uses prophets in a
timely fashion to outline at the proper time a futuristic event; and yet, to outline a way
to bring about—through prayer and change—a new beginning, and the consequences
of that lack of change. So, in God's infinite Wisdom, through time and through the
technology of today which was not present in the past, you can be enlightened
through wisdom of many events of the future. …” (OLOE Private 09-01-08)
“…For those who do not pray and do not believe, then there is a problem; because, at
the moment of death, they will have to meet their Creator. Then they must decide to
atone in remission for their sins or never to see God, ever again. There is yet
another element. For those, the “unborn,” (including those felled by illicit procured
abortion) they too meet their Creator; and they in turn, pure as angels, are safe. If
you now are concerned for those who have the angel of death at their door, think of
this: With the stars aligning and moving in their own orbits, what is to come, sooner
than you know, could result in the death of seventy percent of this world's population.
When you see two “suns” in the sky, wherever you are, come home to your* Center of
my Immaculate Heart. There you are protected. Prepare now, and be the ‘light’…”
(OLOE Private 05-26-08) *That “Center” can also reside within each of our hearts.

Now it is true, looming large over the fate of humanity, are the many threats to life on
Earth sourced from our space environment and living with our sun.50 Indeed, the US
government has invested billions of dollars in technology to understand and
anticipate the potentialities. By doing so, humanity can become enlightened about
“many events of the future.” Dozens of satellites51,52 with specialized scientific
instrumentation have been launched and put into orbit or put on specific trajectories
to observe our sun in its circum-heliospheric interstellar medium. Some of these
www.center of the immaculate heart.org
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satellites also observe our sun’s effects upon the earth and its magnetosphere. Not
only do many Governments have the same kind of satellites, but also many other
satellites observing other aspects of our solar system, the Milky Way galaxy, and the
rest of the universe.53,54,55,56,57 Additionally, there are even more numerous
communications and navigation satellites. Made possible by modern technology, the
Governments of many nations, and the Church with its “Vatican Observatory58”, have
amassed much knowledge about our space environment and its implications upon
humanity. There are too many people who today remain unaware of what is already
known, and the implications to life on earth.59,60,61,62
Many do not know what would happen if a geomagnetic storm occurred of a
magnitude similar to the 1859 Carrington Event. It could result in trillions of dollars
of damage taking several years to repair63. Modern society is built upon and
depends upon electricity being reliably and readily available. The power grid, that is,
our electricity, is at risk. Geomagnetic storms can cause our power grid to fail. There
are multiple inter-dependent critical systems in jeopardy. Should an unprecedented
geomagnetic solar storm occur, the scenarios to consider indicate an unprecedented
catastrophic situation. “Imagine if technology is wiped out - no communications, no
way in the least of having the proper tools to communicate. What would you do?
How would you exist? What will you do when you see flares flying as if in a shower,
balls of fire coming upon you? And yet, it is not the end of the world. What will you
do when you see this? Are you prepared?” Seeking answers to these types of
questions and possible preparations is something the US government sought in
2003:
On October 30, 2003, the House Committee on Science, Subcommittee on
Environment, Technology, and Standards held a hearing on space weather and on
the roles and responsibilities of the various agencies involved in the collection,
dissemination, and use of space weather data. Testimony was given by
representatives from NOAA, NASA, and the USAF as well as by representatives from
different industries. … Coincidentally, and rather remarkably, at that very time the
Sun exhibited some of its strongest eruptive activity in the last three decades.
Enormous outbursts of energy from the Sun during late October and early November
2003 produced intense solar energetic particle events and triggered severe
geomagnetic storms… … These events reminded scientists and policy makers alike
how significantly the space environment can affect human society and its various
space - and ground - based technologies. Motivated by the October-November 2003
events (popularly known as the Halloween storms of 2003), the Committee on Solar
and Space Physics (CSSP) of the National Research Council (NRC) began to consider
the need to assess systematically the societal and economic impacts of what is now
known widely as “space weather.”64

Our Lady of Emmitsburg, our Most Blessed Mother, wants to prepare and inform all
her children. Please know: All satellites are at risk from severe space weather
caused by solar flares and coronal mass ejections from the sun as well as by the
direct and/or indirect effect of meteors, asteroids, and comets. It is the same for life
on earth.
www.center of the immaculate heart.org
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Some may know of theories attempting to explain the 9 to 14 year solar sunspot
cycle65 (typically 11 years). Within our gaseous sun66 are regions called the core, the
radiation zone, and the convection zone.67 The visible solar atmosphere regions,
from closest to furthest from the core, are the photosphere, chromosphere, and
corona. Observing the sun with technologically advanced scientific instruments
provides us valued information in predicting severe solar storm threats in the vicinity
of the earth. That is why assiduous and concerted efforts are made in collecting,
monitoring, and analyzing data.68
The solar wind emanating from the sun provides us invaluable information. This
includes the spatial distribution of velocity (kinetic energy) and intensity of particles
(alpha, beta, and heavy ions and cosmic rays). Also, being continuously monitored
are solar sourced: visible, ultraviolet, infrared spectrum light and radio frequency
electromagnetic waves; solar magnetic field activity; and the intensity of high energy
X-rays and gamma rays. Both ionizing particle and electromagnetic radiation69 (rays)
coming from the sun cause satellite disturbances and failures. They both interact
with the earth, its magnetosphere, and its ionosphere. Because light waves and all
electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light (in a vacuum), once a significant
solar disturbance is detected, we have some early warning on earth as to when soonto-follow geomagnetic solar storms and ionizing radiation events will occur. By
making measurements of the electromagnetic radiation with sensors able to detect
different wavelengths (or frequencies), predictions about the later coming solar wind
containing heavy ions, alpha particles, beta particles, and magnetic field anomalies
can be made.
Some theorize that the sun’s dangerously explosive solar flare and coronal mass
ejection activity can be linked to causing earth terrestrial weather. Others focus on
the measurement and causes of space weather itself. Since dangerous-to-earth and
dangerous-to-earth-satellites coronal mass ejections and solar flares are linked to the
sunspot cycle, accurate predictive future sunspot forecasts are being heavily
researched. Predictive space weather models can include consideration of:
historical sunspot cycle data; current sunspots and the photosphere; solar magnetic
fields and solar prominences; the chromosphere and solar flares; the corona; solar
sourced proton flux, X-ray flux, electron flux; and the aggregate effect of the solar
wind upon the earth’s polar corona (aurora borealis – northern lights). Yet others
look into the effects of solar system planetary alignment; the possibility of significant
unknown errant elliptic orbit bodies and those possibly on hyperbolic trajectories; the
effects of the sun’s oscillatory alignment with respect to the equatorial plane of the
Milky Way Galaxy (albeit of extremely long periodicity); the current and future
constituency of the interstellar medium through which our solar system is traveling;
intra-galactic supernovas; quasars; and peculiar stellar alignments. Space is not an
empty void. Within our solar system, there are many plausible threats and dangers
to life on planet earth – our planet and our very own life. Outside our solar system
there are yet other threats.
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For those who remain incredulous of a supernatural cause sourcing the phenomena
foretold by Our Lady of Emmitsburg, such as the miracle of the sun at Fatima, or any
biblical miracles occurring in nature, at least the plausibility of natural causes can be
considered. For instance, absent a supernatural explanation, an historic intragalactic supernova is perhaps the most plausible explanation for the time when we
will see “two suns on the horizon”. In fact, some document that there are already
such events recorded in history. “The End of This Era: A Linkage of Science and
Religion” details some of this history. It is a concise book first published towards the
end of 2008, it was written over a five year period by Professor Courtenay
Bartholomew, The Foundation’s “Ambassador at Large”70. It is his newest book and
The Foundation highly recommends it be widely read to gain a clearer understanding
of the times in which we live.71 Discussed in the book is how an intra-galactic
supernova can create a situation where “two suns” will be observed as seen from our
perspective on earth. Indeed, scientists are currently monitoring dying red giant stars
which, at the end of their life, run out of nuclear fuel in their cores and explode into
supernovae.72,73
There are also some, who seek to predict the amount of energy and effects of a
nearby exploding intra-galactic supernova; specifically, what would happen in our
solar system and to the earth. Although a intra-galactic supernova remains most
plausible in explaining how “two suns” could been seen by humanity on earth,
whatever the cause, when “two suns” appear, Our Lady of Emmitsburg indicates it
will signal a time of change. There will soon follow tremendous changes in the
weather.
As regards another point of Our Lady of Emmitsburg’s June 1, 2008 message, she
also predicts a future orbital will pass between the earth and sun leading to
tremendous devastation and harm to humanity. It is quite conceivable and plausible
that such a body can have both direct and indirect effects, with the indirect including
effects upon our sun74, which in turn can affect earth.
Space objects called near-earth asteroids (NEAs) and potentially hazardous asteroids
(PHAs) are continually monitored. PHAs are space rocks larger than approximately
109 yards (100 meters) that can come closer to Earth than 4.65 million miles (7.5
million km). None of the known PHAs is on a collision course with our planet,
although astronomers are finding new ones all the time.75 For instance on June 1,
2009 an approximately 69 foot (21 meter) space rock passed between the earth and
moon about ¾ of the distance from the earth to the moon or about 167 thousand
miles from earth.
Further, mention should be made of the earth’s magnetic field:
the
“magnetosphere.” The earth has a molten iron core that rotates. It is the source of
what is called our magnetosphere and our magnetic North and South Pole. The
earth’s magnetic poles drift, that is, they are not constant.76 Also, by measuring iron
alignment in various lava flows, scientists have discovered that the earth’s magnetic
poles have “flipped” about 100 times or, on the average, about every 250,000 years.
This means what a compass will show as the magnetic North Pole, after flipping, it
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will be in the opposite direction. This means what is now north becomes south, and
south becomes north. The poles flipping is much overdue, they haven’t flipped in
780,000 years. Some believe there is evidence that they have begun the next flip, a
process which started about 100 years ago and could take hundreds to a 1000
years.77,78,79
The magnetosphere, most importantly, protects the earth and its inhabitants by
acting as a protecting shield. It shields us from being exposed to the harmful effects
of solar wind ‘ionizing radiation’ blown at earth by our sun (‘ionizing radiation’ is of
sufficient energy to dislodge electrons or nuclear particles from atoms)80,81,69. The
‘solar’ magnetic field from the sun constantly interacts with the earth’s
magnetosphere. There are two belts within the earth’s magnetosphere, called the
Van Allen belts. They are like large doughnuts around the earth that trap potentially
dangerous-to-life ions, alpha particles, and beta particles. They exist because of our
earth’s protective magnetic field. The magnetosphere also acts like the bow of a
boat traveling through water. This means much of the solar wind is diverted around
the earth by the magnetic field of the magnetosphere. Upon a pole reversal, it is not
clear what devastation will occur should the protective Van Allen belts collapse. Way
more frequently than the period of time between magnetic pole reversals, the sun
hurls geomagnetic storms at the earth and the earth’s magnetic field is affected.82
Sometimes, with storms of significant magnitude, it can be compromised such that
electronic technology on earth can fail due to excessive induced electrical currents
and voltages.83,84 This is what happened in the 1859 Carrington event and many
times since. Also know, large tears or holes can occur in the earth’s protective
magnetic field.85
To summarize: The earth upon which we live continuously encounters space weather
predominately caused by our sun. It sometimes gets severe and causes damage and
failures to both satellites and technology on earth. The protection of the
magnetosphere may become compromised, endangering life on earth. We continue
to be pelted with meteors. The earth could be pummeled by a significant asteroid at
sometime in the future. Our Lady of Emmitsburg has asked us to prepare, primarily
spiritually; to prepare, to pray, and to unite. When we see two suns on the horizon,
know that change is imminent.
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PART III
- Other Important Unfoldings –
Other messages from Our Lady of Emmitsburg detail many other things that are now
unfolding and are yet to come. Here below some are reviewed.
Financial Meltdown:
In the first “Public Message to the World,” given August 27, 1992 in Scottsdale, Our
Lady said:
“…You cannot love your countrymen if you do not love yourself. You are walking
ways of power instead of love. The greatest sin is that which destroys love. This is
urgent! The effects of this are causing jealousy, hatred, killings and divisions. War,
power struggles and economical warfare are surfacing from the lack of love. …Your
love of gold and silver is about to become glittering dust and be swept away.
Spiritual warfare exists in the heavens, and you must now live in the perfection of
your faith. The wicked are convinced that they are invincible, but they are not.…”
(OLOE Public 08-27-92)

Many conceive that this prophecy has begun to unfold. Indeed, regarding money,
finance, and the world’s economies, Our Lord and Our Lady of Emmitsburg have also
said:
“…This country is in more danger than perhaps the population understands. It is
more than a crisis; and it will affect the entire world, not only through monetary
means, but through other issues as well. …” (OLOE Private 09-20-08)
“…This is a time period when humanity will come to know that the world is run not by
the ordinary people who think they have freedom within this world. There are simply
a few people who run the economic and the religious systems of the world. The
economic, religious, political and the monetary systems of the world are under the
control of a few people. So in many areas, the world's people think they are free, but
they are not. It is time now for Satan to be put into the dungeon where he will be
held in bondage so that my Immaculate Heart can free all my children and allow all to
come to their Savior in innocence and purity. The deceitfulness and slander of the
world is about to be exposed, at a price of course, a great battle. …” (OLOE Private 0516-03)

“…Right now there is much unfolding in the world. The lack of peace in the world and
the fight for the monetary and economic control of the world are two entities merging,
politically and religiously, forming into a head, as if a volcano about to erupt and
destroy all the earth. Only that which remained would be the dark coals burning with
fire. The brightness of that Light itself would however be enough, just as my children
being purged and purified would be enough to be an offering to God to change all of
humanity. In this symbolism you may not realize the parallel with sin. Sin must be
purged, and the Truth of God must erupt as a volcano. The dark coals are those who
have wasted away, but the glowing red heat is that which continues to give Hope and
new Life because of the Light of Christ. …” (OLOE Private 05-25-03)
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“…Those who choose to ridicule and slander the words I have spoken to each heart
and who choose recognition through worldly props, such as money, choose to walk
with Satan. There are many empty seats on My Throne because many of My people
have not believed that I extended an invitation to them to be My saints. There are
now still available spaces for saints to come, if My people believe sainthood is
attainable through humility and lack of pride! It is not their humanness I want, My
child, it is their souls. …” (IAYJM LESSONS Vol II #23 12-04-89)
“…I tell you about the different types of people, child, because they all belong to Me.
They all are good, but need the grace of My salvation. Those people who do not
belong to Me are those who have given their souls to the evil one! They are those
who worship idols, and do not practice doctrine of My Church. They are forever gone
because they choose to walk with Satan! Those who fall into the trap of evil can be
saved through prayer and devotion. However, those who turn away by their own free
will from the Trinity, lose life forever. …” (IAYJM LESSONS Vol II #27 12-18-89)
“…My dear little one, the time of Satan's reign is ending and, soon this world will
know that the God of Glory truly exists! All deceptions will be put aside, for the Truth
of God's reign will be revealed. Soon all will realize that their current stresses and
worries are irrelevant and trivial compared to what is to come at the destruction of
your own hands. …” (IAYJM LESSONS Vol IV #82 08-17-92)
“Satan's reign is only short. He told My Father that no one will desire to follow His
Way because the people desire their freedom of mortal life, and to live by the way of
monetary measures. My Father told him that those who are chosen will follow only
the Way of Light, but Satan is convinced that he can prove My Father wrong due to
“free will”! So My dear ones, the war is in the heavens, but you are all subject to its
effect, because Satan wants you as victims. My Mother continues to pray for you and
to teach you of life's true happiness, that of surrendering and living as whole persons
through simpleness, devotion and commitment in purity to God. …” (IAYJM LESSONS Vol
IV #90 05-01-92)

“…Due to the lack of response from many people to love, pray and live in faith, these
days are filled with confusion, anger, crime, pride, chaos and little love. You need
time to change, little children, and there are few who are utilizing this time of Mercy
by responding to God's call. There are currently subtle evil forces in your midst which
can only be recognized and fought victoriously through constant prayer, Love and
faith in God. The apostasy of the Church is at hand, little children; and it is necessary
that you return to God in faith, love and unity without delay, for days ahead will
become increasingly difficult. Only those who are steadfast in faith will be able to
patiently endure the many hardships in the Peace of God's Love. …” (OLOE Public 08-2495)

“…The apostasy of the Church is at hand, because of the many who have neglected
the Holy mysteries and Sacraments. There are many priests who have not been
reverent and pious in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Many have lost their dedication
to God due to their love of honor and pleasures. Many people are neglecting prayer
because they have placed their interests above God's interests in their order of
priority. People are not willing to risk all for God because they are afraid about the
things they cannot see. This reluctance to surrender is an element of control due to
lack of faith and trust in God. There are many now who even question whether God
exists. The forces of evil have entered into the minds of many people because they
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have neglected prayer. Through lack of prayer and merciless actions, mankind is
asking God to abandon it to itself. …” (OLOE Public 08-31-95)
“…God must be at the center of your life, in all your activities, in your plans, in your
thought process and in your heart. Beware of the evil subtleties currently in your
midst. Your future is being molded to surround a monetary system. Be alert to a
cashless society developing around the world and the forces of power which will
manipulate and ultimately restrict your freedom86. If you pray, you will be able to
discern what is of God with a clear mind. If you do not return to God now and allow
Him to open the vessels of your heart clogged by deceit and self-righteousness, you
will not be able to avoid the traps of evil. Do not wait until God's warning strikes the
souls of every person in this world for it will be very difficult to respond and change.
Please respond now to God's call. There will not be much time after God's warning
for the fire of purification to befall you. Some events are inevitable. Pray with all your
hearts that you will be able to persevere in your faith and not turn from God. Receive
the Sacraments while they are available. Pray. Pray. Pray, little children, and ponder
God's Mercy. …” (OLOE Public 05-09-96)
“…Never lose sight, little ones, that all the wondrous resources you have are a gift
from the Love of God. Never be so bold as to neglect His love, or your message of
not desiring His gifts will be clear. Thank Him and bless Him for all you have received
and for all He desires to give to you. There is tremendous devastation already in the
world due to neglect of His Love. The United States of America's abundant resources
and graces stem from God's great Love. If you lose sight of this Truth, you will
jeopardize its future growth and be in tremendous danger. …” (OLOE Public 11-07-96)
“…There are other forces trying to distract you and entice you so that you will be
pulled away from the one true path of everlasting Love. There are some souls which
are totally possessed by these forces and are in a position of world power. In order
for the soul to live for all eternity, it must know Love. The fate of eternal life is NOT
proportional to the amount of power or financial influence you exert, but to how you
have loved. Pay attention to walking in the simplicity of God's Love and to those
areas in which you can love more unconditionally. Do not be distracted by focusing
on desires for worldly possessions. There are already philanthropists arising to the
forefront who by exerting their monetary influence are gaining world power which will
soon affect your world's economy. They have forfeited their eternal fate by their
choice of temporary pleasures. Stay alert to avoiding fame through financial control,
and remain simple and humble of heart. This exercise is not intended to inhibit your
growth, achievements or happiness, but will be your protection in the near future. …”
(OLOE 09-25-97)

“…Now this world, dangerous as it is, will continue to be even more dangerous,
because of the philanthropists and people who are in charge of the money of this
world. You may think you are free with your change. You do not know that you are
being manipulated and guided, not through worldly enticements, but by a few people
who are in charge of the economic well-being and affairs of the world, not just this
country. As things continue to surface and intensify with tensions in both political
and religious affairs, you will see evil at its greatest. You will see the face and hand,
not of God, but of him who desires to destroy. Only those who are meek and humble
of heart will be able to persevere. The battle is beginning, but so too the unveiling of
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my Son's Divine Mercy. Very few shall survive, although many will be invited. It is
hard to say “yes” in times of tribulation and suffering. …” (OLOE Private 04-20-03)
“…The world, as you know it, cannot continue, if it continues in this format of greed,
neglect, and the lack of moral values, and with this false sense of safety and of being
indispensable. Look to God! …” (OLOE Private 10-22-07)

The Immoral Take Increased Office and Position:
God is Love. We are created through Love to love. Our vocation is to love. How
easily we become distracted. Jesus is God. Since God is Alpha and the Omega, the
beginning and the end, it can be said the End of all means must always be Jesus.
Recent elections have swept into public office many who support the ‘means’ of
legislation and policies which result not in the ‘End’ of ‘Love’, but in ends otherwise.
Unfortunately, this now includes that the ‘means’ executed in the cases of some
unborn result in seeking the end of death, that is, the end of life for them. Some
unborn are to be eliminated through illicit procured abortion. Tragically, some of our
newest public servants have made many other appointments of like-minded
confreres to positions and seats of power. How can we love and choose to kill,
eliminating the unborn child, as a means to redress the unintended or undesired
consequences of our own actions or a perceived problem in society? How can any
country, any person, any figure of authority claim to be powerful when within they are
blinded in conscience as to where true power rests? That power is given from God,
through God – that being the power of Love; for He created us in Love to love.
With this in mind, Heaven has given many words about the prevalent immorality
today and its detriment to humanity. Here are a few:
“…I want My people to turn back to Me, to pray and to love one another, and to have
mercy on one another, so that I will have mercy on them. This is My message: I am a
giving God, but will not give any longer until My people return to Me by loving one
another! Drugs, sex, abortion, money and power all manipulate My people. There is
much evil in the world, because My children have selected these ways. What
restrictions they place on themselves! If they would just turn to Me, there would be
no limitations to the great bounty of gifts I would flourish upon them. This is a truth
you must know. You must see the world as I see it. You must pray for them. I have
waited a great length of time, and will not wait much longer. …” (IAYJM LESSONS Vol I #8
11-10-88)

“…There is division because of the conflict which exists in the moral values in the
world. My little, little children do not alter your standards of following the Gospel in
order to satisfy the needs of others. Never deviate from the Truth of His Word. You
cannot please men by jeopardizing your freedom and living deceitful ways of life. The
only way to freedom is by living the Truth outlined by My Son. He has given you His
Word. You cannot change His words and live dishonest lives and conceive that
Peace could even exist. There is only one way and that way is the Way of my Son in
His Word of the Gospel. He is your God. There is only one God. I plead with you that
you hold fast to His Word and not deviate from His stance on Truth, or you will suffer
tremendously through the hands of man. I love you, my little ones, and bless you. I
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desire you to be happy and free, but you must return to God and live the Truth of His
Word. Killings of all sorts, greed, abuse, selfishness, anger, malice, dishonesty,
adultery and other sexual disgraces, both self-induced and those on children, men
and women, are vices which prevent your freedom. Reconcile your sins and live in
His Truth. …” (OLOE Public 02-24-94)
“…Remove the idolatry you have formed in yourself and have placed higher than He.
He is your God, and I have been allowed to come here to implore you to focus on
Him, trust Him and return back to Him. I plead with you not to advocate abortion as a
form of population control. My little ones, please notice the destruction and
desolation and desecration which result from destroying the Temple of God. Life is
your gift. Life is a treasure and not a burden. Abuse it and my Son will take it away
from you. Please heed my warning in His Name. …” (OLOE Public 04-28-94)
“…I desire all of you to be happy and free from the stain of sin. I bring to you the
words of God's Love so you will know that you are not alone in these times of
confusion and despair. God is with you. His Love and Mercy are unending. There
are many children joining God's army of love. It is your prayers and fidelity to God
which defeat the forces of evil. My little children: pray together in your families. The
family unit is disintegrating. Join together in the family, and pray for the family unit.
The family unit, as you know it today, is changing. People of the same gender are
joining in marriage. This is not God's desire. The Sacrament of God's Love in
marriage is for man and woman. The fruit of this love is to bear children and to bring
them up with good morals. Look to the Holy Family as your example. Children today
are facing tremendous confusion and destructive circumstances from being
surrounded by this horrible abomination from sexuality of the same gender. Defend
the family unit as God your Creator designed. In order for the family to triumph, each
family must pray every day as a family for the family. …” (0LOE Public 05-23-96)
“…There is a tremendous amount of evil today. The evil one would like you to be
unfaithful. He would like you to lose your graces and be filled with tears, suffering,
bitterness and misery. Clouds of evil are thickening & closing in around the Church.
The actual Word of God is publicized as a piece of literature. There is a movement to
modernize the Church. Those seeking religious life are being taught liberal theology
in many places. There are many people being taught that the Sacraments do not
need to be valued and kept holy. This modernization places you in a very dangerous
position. There are many financial & liberal groups and even clergy who would like to
see my beloved Pope (John Paul II) voluntarily resign his authority in hopes to gain a
false freedom, unity & a modernized world. The obstacles preventing this false unity
are current moral issues held in high esteem by my beloved Pope, such as abortion,
sexuality & euthanasia….” (OLOE Public 04-28-97)
“…There is a great deal of evil and corruption in this world. There are many people
afflicted with an obsession for material power. The value of money has become the
forerunner to prestigious rank, power and influential tactics, over simplicity. There is
so much impurity today that the children growing (up) do not know the difference
between good and evil. They think actions of impurity are an expression of their
freedom. There are little devotional exercises to the design of God. The family unit
today is disintegrating because many people have chosen to stray from prayer and
devotional exercises. Their devotion is to a freedom masked with pride, apathy,
crime, sexual pleasures, worldly enticements and atheism. The subtleties of evil are
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infiltrating at every level.87 You must come into the safety of my Immaculate Heart
and the Sacred Heart of Jesus before it becomes impossible to separate from the
corruption. …” (OLOE Public 06-26-97)
“…The Church is being attacked by Satan at every level. There is great indifference
which has caused her to be persecuted. Because of the lack of family prayer,
vocations to priestly and religious life are few. Many youth are no longer taught of
the tremendous importance, power and blessing to be a servant of God. The
destruction of the family unit through divorce has affected the Church. Children’s
values are being threatened, and their very existences are in danger through the
support of abortion. They are growing (up) in a world of indifference and are exposed
to moral impurity. As a result they will not consider religious life. Many priests today
are overwhelmed with administrative duties, and as a result their prayer life has been
jeopardized. The Church does not need priests and religious who do not pray. …”
(OLOE Public 07-03-97)

“…Humanity has been struck so hard with impurity and perversion that there are
many souls who are confused, lost and hypnotized. It is my Motherly plan to
intercede for my children and bring them to Jesus so that they may be rescued from
the grip of the evil one. …” (OLOE Public 07-10-97)
“…(A)s you live His message of peace, love, and justice you will be threatened
because of His Truth and proper moral values. The dignity of every human being is
being threatened today because of modern issues of human sexuality; and if you
follow the true Way of My Son, the Christ Child, then you will be ridiculed in society. It
is the parents who are responsible for nurturing the children's faith and teaching
pure moral values. It is the grandparents’ role to support the parents in bringing the
children's faith to fruition. With sound principles, then the children grow and become
who God created them to be, as they search and live God's Plan. Then as parents
you must let them go so they can be all of God's children. But in today's world more
time is spent in teaching children about success, money, prestige, fame and power
through subtleties which they are practicing in their home life. Therefore their
maturations are fortified in worldly enticements instead of spiritual and religious
beliefs. Then when pain and suffering come, they do not look through the eyes of
faith so that their suffering may be redemptive; and their suffering then has no value
or meaning. Death becomes a fearful process, and suicide and euthanasia become
appealing. …” (OLOE Public 12-23-99)
“…If the world continues to ignore the importance of prayer and moral ethics and
does not restore them to their rightful place, the world will suffer a tragedy of a world
war as never witnessed before in history. …” (OLOE Public 02-17-00)
“…There are many things I desire to tell you. One is that many people have rejected
me because my message is one of challenge. Oh yes, indeed, I pre-warned the world
of the events that were to happen in September, 2001, but also I have pre-warned
the world that if abortion did not cease and moral ethics were not changed back to
their rightful place that this world would see a devastation like it has never seen
before in the history of humanity. I pre-warned the world of the devastation that
would happen to the children and about the exponential rate at which the children
are being exposed to demoralizing values. I pre-warned the world of the effects of
crime and natural events that were soon to hit this country and the whole world.
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Many people rejected these because they did not want to hear messages that
caused them fear. I invited them not to be afraid, that there was no time for fear but
only time for change. And yet, many people chose to believe that they were more
righteous and rejected my words from heaven. So now, in the midst of such turmoil,
pain and suffering, I your Mother weep for all my children who rejected my words
because even now they still reject them and choose not to believe that I pre-warned
them. They choose still not to return to God and give Him the glory which is rightfully
due to Him. Many people are Christian in deed only. Many of them are even so-called
“Catholics”. But the time will come, and I your Mother pray for them, when they will
know the truth. I pray that they will be able to accept the truth in their hearts and be
merciful to themselves and rise to a new level: For God forgives those who can
forgive themselves, those who really truly struggle. You have all been chosen. …”
(OLOE Private 06-08-02)

“…Humanity oftentimes passes by the desires of God's Will, which have been
outlined in His Commandments written on stone, and carelessly takes to itself the
resolutions and answers most pleasing to itself. However, God's answers are not
always the same as those of humanity. The Truth must be lived under obedience to
God. Humility falls under obedience; and obedience to my most beloved Pope will
outline for you everything that is necessary for moral values related to life, to the
production of life, and to the scientific nature of things (including fetal stem cell
research) as they relate to the cures and well-being of people with serious
diseases.…” (OLOE Public 10-17-04)
“…The world, as you know it, cannot continue, if it continues in this format of greed,
neglect, and the lack of moral values, and with this false sense of safety and of being
indispensable. …” (OLOE Private 10-22-07)
Look to God! “…Children, you all possess the same Spirit of Grace that God has
gifted you. Why then do you tear one another apart? Why is there not harmony and
unity? My Son's Peace is that of holiness and justice. You do not realize the tears,
the penance and the sacrifices made at a price for your existence! There are hidden
heroes around the world whose love is their life's mission. They pray to love; and
oftentimes they come between you and God, warding off Divine punishment. They
pray for a spiritual transfusion and for conversion of hearts. It was the same during
the time of my Son. The Pharisees, the Sadducees and the Scribes did not bear fruit
through their repeated sins. They desired to persecute, to conquer, to dominate and
to distort the goodness of my Son and the Truth of His Word. Is it not the same
today—with “pharisees” living with hardness of heart, desiring to tear down,
persecute and dominate? Is there not lust, gluttony, hatred and selfishness? So
today, I can tell you that true Charity will be precisely gifted upon those who are
scorned, mocked, persecuted and laughed at. Little ones, when something is real,
you cannot stop God! No judgment from men can impair or influence the Judgment
of God. You would only be fighting God. I am your Mother, “full of grace”; and my
Merciful Son has allowed me to distribute these graces to you. I have a duty as a
Mother to warn, to challenge, to protect and to draw all people to God. Please,
receive these graces while I am still allowed. Seals (Rev. 6:1-17) have been broken
one by one, but if all the seals were broken at once, humanity would not be able to
survive. For those who have ears, hear! ‘We are not leaving.’…” (OLOE Public 07-03-08)
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Threat of Disease and Pandemics88,89:
“…Love cures every ailment and is the healing balm to hatred. Love strengthens the
soul and can cure any illness. …” (OLOE Public 12-21-95)
“…Know that God loves all of you very much. Accept with complete willingness, all
that He sends you, even if it be hardships, disappointments, failures or illness. Deny
Him nothing. Serve Him with all your hearts, with generosity and unselfishness.
Labor for God alone and love Him without seeking personal advantage. God will give
to you all good things. He will care for you and protect you. Immerse yourself in His
Love. Be loyal to Him all the days of your life. Whatever He does to you is done
because He loves you far more than you love yourself. Even in times of trouble or
affliction, Peace will come to you as soon as it is for your best interest. …” (OLOE Public
04-18-96)

“…Do not be saddened when you are afflicted with trials. Be convinced that Jesus
allows all that happens for your eternal happiness. It is to your advantage and for
your spiritual growth. Have a loving recourse to God. Jesus is your Redeemer, and
His sufferings surpassed yours. Accept the cup He offers you, no matter how bitter.
The time will come when you will be able to see the outcome of your trials, and you
will desire what He wishes for you. Do not hesitate in accepting your Cross. Jesus is
your Savior, and He is saving you from terrible consequences which would jeopardize
eternal happiness. He rescues you, yet you complain from the blindness of your
heart. It is only ignorance which allows you to so boldly question why Jesus permits
things to unfold. Little children, God loves you and He desires you to be happy. He
sees what is necessary for your soul to gain eternal bliss. Do not complain or despair
when you are faced with trials. God has allowed them for your salvation, whether
they consist of illness, loss of a loved one or persecution or loss of wealth. …” (OLOE
Public 06-13-96)

God is with you and all that unfolds is for your salvation. “…I am here to tell you that
until prayer is placed at the center of the lives of science researchers, and genuine
love the fruit of their motives, as well as the motives of the medical industries, many
cures will remain puzzling and researchers will continue to walk in circles. Selfrighteousness, fame, power and prestige are current obstacles to medical
advancements. The stone which the builders rejected is the cornerstone. Jesus
must be the foundation for any lasting effects of life to be sustained and bear good
fruit. I love you, little ones, and ask you to pray for your countrymen who suffer. Pray
for all those involved with medical research and all people who have manipulated
health care costs in the medical empire which has resulted in the suffering of
innocent people. …” (OLOE Public 05-01-97)
“…It is far better to be prepared now, than to wait for illnesses, misfortunes or any
threat of catastrophic events. It is better now to be there, safely within my most
Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart and the Heart of my Son. …” (OLOE Private 10-12-07)
“…There is so much suffering from disease in the world today, little ones, especially
in those who suffer from the AIDS epidemic. The family unit is the victim of such
suffering. Precious children are suffering, and mothers feel they cannot protect
them. Mothers are suffering, and children feel abandoned and alone. Fathers are
suffering from the loss of interior strength and ability to save their families. Sons and
daughters are suffering from the effects of rejection by society. Satan would like to
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destroy the family unit through deception in the power of free choice, freedom and
gender, and eliminate the role of woman as mother completely. Only a woman can
bear children, and the role of a mother can be filled only by a woman because she
brings forth life. The AIDS epidemic is a direct attack on the family unit, but God in
His Mercy shall prevail. Many people may find it difficult to connect God's Mercy to
AIDS, and many may only see His Mercy towards the precious souls who suffer from
this disease; but truly the effect of this devastating virus is an act of God's Mercy on
the entire human race. It is a reflection of the effect of sin on each human soul and
portrays the struggle which occurs when the precious gift of life is denied from its
inception. It is an act of God's Mercy, little ones, not an act of punishment. To deny
this truth would only spurn God's Mercy. Peace to you. I bless you in His Holy Name,
and I take your petitions to His merciful heart. Thank you for listening. Save the
family by returning the dignity of motherhood to its proper place. Save humanity. …”
(OLOE Public 03-16-00)

“…After awhile, you will see a time when there is another body in orbit around your
solar system, coming between Earth and the Sun and leading to tremendous
devastation. Approximately 60-70% of the world’s population, as you know it, will
cease. Of those who survive, 60% of them could die of disease and starvation.
Prayer is an answer! Prayer can mitigate much of anything to come. Love and unity
must be at the forefront, not survival of the fittest. …” (OLOE Public 06-01-08)

Some Few Other Warnings from Our Lady, Our Lord, and God the Father:
“…This country and world will only continue to spiral down until peoples are humbled
on bended knees. …” (OLOE Private 09-29-08)
“My Son is tired – very tired! The faith in God is forgotten. The time is coming when
every man and woman on this earth will know that God exists. All will have a glimpse
at the state of their (own) soul. Those seconds will seem like eternity.” (OLOE Public 827-92)

“…My dear little one, My children who perform My works of love and mercy are
continually judged falsely and are scandalized by others. This is because the
poisonous venoms of resentment, jealousy and pride continue to seep into the
wicked who thrive on self-love. They judge My beloved ones falsely and attempt to
spoil the good fruits of charity. How impure are the motives of those who scandalize
the virtuous servants of Mine! How this human generation has become blind to its
own dignity! Do you not see that those who are chained to the vices of envy,
impatience, jealousy, gossip and hatred, are slaves to sin? They no longer are great
but have become small, and are no longer rulers but have become slaves to the
prince of darkness. That is why the prince of darkness, Satan, was hurled down from
the heavens. His pride and jealousy caused him to boast in self-righteousness and
self-love to the point that he would have no glory shared with any human being. He
wanted all for himself. From the poison of envy, pride and jealousy grew an incurable
hatred which resulted in death. …” (IAYJM LESSONS Vol V #10 03-26-95)
“…Please listen to my words, for I speak from Heaven; and ponder the Truth in your
heart. Time is soon at hand when great trials and tribulations will unfold through
God's Mercy. It will seem endless. There will be continual devastations and disasters
naturally, humanly and spiritually, which will pour out on the world until God is adored
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in His Sanctuary and His people are purified. Pray you will be able to persevere and
endure the bowls of purification to be released soon by God's angels. It will seem as
if evil has won the battle, but my Immaculate Heart will triumph and will be victorious
in the end. …” (OLOE Public 05-02-96)
“…Each day closes in on more chaos & confusion in the world. It is necessary that
you all be detached from the possessions of the world. If people continue to walk in
the path against the Truth of God, the hand of God’s Justice will pour forth on this
world as never before. Demoralizing values and deception cannot continue. Offenses
against God must subside if humanity is to be saved from eternal death. I have told
you that God is merciful & loving. I have asked you to return to Him for he awaits your
love. How much longer do you think terrible abominations against God can continue
before destruction of your world happens through human hands? …” (OLOE Public 0711-96)

“..The time is coming, little ones, when Jesus will create a new heaven on earth. Pain
and suffering will cease, and His people will live not only a mere few years but rejoice
in the fullness of life. Yes, your merciful Lord is coming and shall renew the face of
the earth. You, beloved children, will leap with joy. Your hardships will be forgotten
and you will no longer grieve or go hungry. The Lord will be your delight. The time is
approaching when the world will be renewed. First, however, this world will be
purged of its crimes against God. …” (OLOE Public 04-16-98)
“…Do not lose hope. Do not despair. Speak the Truth. I have spoken of this many
times in order to help you focus on Jesus and to not become distracted by the
confusing ways of the world. You must be solid in your commitment to follow the Way
of My Son if you are to be planted on sturdy ground for future events of purification.
You are about to enter an era of cleansing which will lead to peace, true Peace in My
Son. I am not speaking of peace in the world as you know it to be. I am speaking of
God's Peace. In order to receive His Peace you must be enlightened with His Truth,
accept it, embrace it and live it. All people will have the opportunity to choose Life,
the Truth and Peace. Sinners will have the opportunity to come back to grace and
holiness. This is the place, the Center of My Immaculate Heart, where My Son's
Divine Mercy will be unveiled. In the Name of the Child Jesus, I place the seal of
protection against evil upon your souls, sanctified by grace for My Son's glorious
reign. All hearts must be purged of iniquity and renewed with His Love. This area,
the Center of My Immaculate Heart, is a refuge for all my children, my “little” children.
…” (OLOE Public 10-21-99)
“…Many people have different interpretations of my words, which are causing fear
and confusing discussions. I have said that perfect Love casts out fear, and Satan
cannot love. Do not focus on fear, but instead focus on changing your old ways to
new ones of honesty, love, compassion, and works of mercy. My Heart is sorrowful to
see people motivated by fearful circumstances. Why is it that I must speak of future
purification to gain your attention? All words from Heaven I speak on behalf of My
Son are of equal importance, whether they be words of comfort or words of
challenge. Little children, if people loved the Word of My Son in the Gospel, there
would be no need of my visitation. It is because there is a large percentage of the
world who are indifferent to His Truth that I come to plead and invite all to return to
Him. There are so many deceptions and demoralizing issues which have infected the
world. Many people don't know what is God's Truth. Unless people become centered
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on Jesus in prayer, His True Presence in the Eucharist, and unless they live a
sacramental life, His Truth will only continue to be diluted by the pollution of sin, and
fear will become the end product. All of My Son's works stem from Love and Mercy.
He is not vindictive. If iniquity is to be purged in sinners, God allows it only so all
have the opportunity to share in His glory. He can only love, and any purification is an
act of His merciful Love. You are mistaken to think God destroys life. Humanity is
responsible for the destruction of life through rejection of God's Truth. Cease
desiring to be served, but desire to serve. …” (OLOE Public 10-28-99)
“…Another indication (alerting humanity to the times we are living in) is when you see
environmental devastation and massive numbers of fish dying because of polluted
water and disease. …” (A reference to a 1989 prophecy taken from a transcript of “Unbridled
Mercy”90 a Mercy Foundation documentary on the private revelations associated with Our Lady of
Emmitsburg released in 2000)

“…Little ones, we are embarking upon a new era. In this era you must remember, as
we have mentioned today (in the readings from the Mass), that Jonah went forth to
Nineveh. In Nineveh he proclaimed that in forty days there would be the complete
wrath of God upon them unless the people changed. Those people suffered, dressed
in sackcloth, made offerings to God, and they changed; so God resisted and made
changes in the world. God relented, and He did not carry out what the prophet had
warned. Today I have sent not only one prophet, in my daughter (Gianna), but I have
sent many prophets. And who is listening in the world? Many desire to go off on their
way, under their own control and their own ways of thinking and discernment.
Everyone has a different opinion. Because of free choice, everyone seems to be
going a different path. Because of this, I can tell you that what is coming upon this
world is different than what happened in the days of Nineveh. I would ask you to pray
about this, and know that you must each make a change in your own life, not just you
who have been challenged and are making changes, but all those whom you can also
challenge to make their own changes. When the day comes upon you, it shall be
swift. You will not have time to bring forth your children. You may not have time to
bring forth your spouses. You will have time only to make amends with God Himself.
So I would invite you this very night to be prepared, more so than ever before in your
lives. I can tell you that we are on the edge of war. This is not a war between
peoples, but this is a war in the heavens. This spiritual war is quite evil indeed.
Many lives shall be lost, but many more souls shall be lost. However, it is better to
die in the faith of Christ than to live in another world without Christ Himself, in a world
dwelling in darkness. So I invite you to make it known to those around you and to be
prepared; for this new time we are entering is a battle, not only spiritual but perhaps
physical. I invite you also to invite those others you know to come forward and to be
prepared. Days are coming upon you, sooner than you know; and in those days,
there will be more mourning and weeping and sorrow. Many shall blaspheme my Son
and many shall walk away from Him. …” (OLOE Private 01-26-03)
“…We are embarking now on the new beginning, the first phase of the unveiling of My
Divine Mercy. When humanity realizes the trouble in the world, they will look for My
Mercy. They will realize that they are prisoners to a few people who control their lives
through power, and materialistic and monetary means, both in the Church and in the
world. People will come to look for Me, and I will reveal the Truth and ratify My
prophets. …” (Our Lord Private 04-29-03)
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“…The world continues to be in turmoil because the world continues to desire only
what the world wants. Leaders desire to continue to be leaders. They forget how
they became leaders. So the world has turmoil. I have given a choice to all my
children; and I have outlined the plan for freedom and Peace, not for just a moment,
not for just a day, not for just a week, a month, or a year. My plan was a plan of
Peace where mankind could live in unity and harmony without friction. Humanity
could join together in a new tomorrow without suffering, the suffering that men
impose upon one another. Granted, suffering will always exist because of man's
humanness; and as long as there is sin, there will always be suffering. However, my
plan was one to allow humanity to join together, all continents and nations, to live
freely together in Peace. My sadness comes because so very few of my children
have responded. So many of them are afraid of what is real and what is not. Yet
they are not afraid of themselves… Fear should never be directed towards God,
except for the fear of God Himself…. the turmoil to come is not what God is giving as
much as that for which humanity is asking. …” (OLOE Private 06-22-03)
“…Little ones, what is happening today is tremendously evil. There are so many good
people who are trying to be devoted to my Son and to do the best they can do as
humble servants. They shall be rewarded with a crown of glory. Yet, there are many
other people who are trying with all their hearts and exhibiting tremendous evil.
Through this evil they are trying to destroy humanity because of their thirst for power,
materialism, and their own self-seeking glory, not that of God. These enticements
initially seem to escalate and become most powerful and glorious in the eyes of
humanity, yet most destructive. Many people remain hidden underneath a veil that
allows them to seem that they are very much like quiet lambs. However, I can tell
you that the veil will be lifted soon enough, and their own ways shall trip them and
cause them to know and will expose the truth of their evilness and their deliberate
actions. …” (OLOE Private 03-18-04)
“…Perhaps the world has heard too many messages to believe that the Truth is about
to unfold on those of humanity who continue in their own ways. Those who devote
themselves in prayer, in charity, and in love and kindness are redeemed. Those who
displace and push Me aside, and who do not pay attention nor even care, acting as if
another century or two or even hundreds of years will unfold before any happenings,
are misled. It is far better for you to live today as if it is your last. It is far better for
you to give of yourself as if it is your only opportunity. It is far better for you to love
your family members more than ever before, as if one will be taken away instantly. It
is far better for all of you to join together as a community in love and to work together
in the fruition of My Holy Will. Words I have said throughout the generations; and
each time they are said, it seems there is less attention paid to them. If you cannot
heed My Words of Truth now, then how will you heed the words in the human world,
coming from governments - from counties, states, and nations? How will you heed
their words? Chaos! Prepare as if today is your last, and in joyful anticipation for
those who are children of Mine, the sons of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. For you, your
preparation is at hand and welcomed. The reward of your redemption and safety and
a new dwelling place is now. …” (WOGF 01-08-07)
“…If this world knew the tremendous danger it is currently in, many people would
simply just panic. There would be chaos! What is necessary is to trust in God, to be
ready at all times to meet your Creator, and to be the Light of Love and an example
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for all to follow; so that those, who do not know the Truth, can come to know Him.
Even if people walk away, all are invited to return. There is no favoritism in God's
Love. Yet, the people of the world continue to move on, day by day, as if there is
much time to spare in their lives--simply day to day. It is far better to be prepared
now, than to wait for illnesses, misfortunes or any threat of catastrophic events. It is
better now to be there, safely within my most Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart and
the Heart of my Son. The world, as you know it, cannot continue, if it continues in
this format of greed, neglect, and the lack of moral values, and with this false sense
of safety and of being indispensable. Look to God! Your whole life and your whole
dwelling should be as if today was the end, tomorrow the beginning. How do you
convince people, even persuade them, to know the Truth? Words alone cannot, or
will not, suffice. Your actions and your way of life will be the motivation. And if all
should die, but just one lives, then you have been an instrument of the Most Sacred
Heart of Jesus. I love you because you love my Son. I love you, even if you do not
love my Son. I will never leave you. I will always be with you, waiting and graciously
interceding on your behalf. …” (OLOE Private 10-22-07)
“…You see so many natural events which are catastrophic, and you see many other
events caused by humans which are also catastrophic. Do you not see in your midst
that through your free will you are creating your own devastation by your own hands?
My creation was beautiful! Your creation will destroy itself. It is only a matter of time.
With your continual rebellion against My Word and with your rebellious hearts against
other people, with your indifference and demeaning ways and actions towards one
another, you will find sooner rather than later the world you live in filled with fear,
chaos, anxiety, crime, anger, violence, perversion and deception. Then, this world as
you know it will turn one day, through My intervention, into a world of beauty, not as
you know it, but as I created it to be. But sorrowful will you be through a change that
is painful and filled with suffering, because of the lack of trust, even by those around
you. Return and know the Truth! Stop judging. Stop condemning. Stop humiliating
and tainting good names. How sad the day for you when you find out the Truth and
your error is revealed! Do not wait, for you do not know the time or the day. Listen to
My most beloved servant and handmaiden of My Son. Listen to her (Mother Mary).
She is a gift, and you are wasting precious moments with her. How sad the time for
you when you are revealed the Truth! …” (WOGF 08-08-07)
“…Perhaps the world has heard too many messages to believe that the Truth is about
to unfold on those of humanity who continue in their own ways. Those who devote
themselves in prayer, in charity, and in love and kindness are redeemed. Those who
displace and push Me aside, and who do not pay attention nor even care, acting as if
another century or two or even hundreds of years will unfold before any happenings,
are misled. It is far better for you to live today as if it is your last. It is far better for
you to give of yourself as if it is your only opportunity. It is far better for you to love
your family members more than ever before, as if one will be taken away instantly. It
is far better for all of you to join together as a community in love and to work together
in the fruition of My Holy Will. Words I have said throughout the generations; and
each time they are said, it seems there is less attention paid to them. If you cannot
heed My Words of Truth now, then how will you heed the words in the human world,
coming from governments---from counties, states, and nations? How will you heed
their words? Chaos! …” (WOGF 01-08-07)
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“…When the time comes where there is chaos and hardships, how can you run to a
Father looking for advice if you have not listened or put into practice the advice I
have given before? …” (WOGF 07-08-08)

“It’s time.”
(Our Lord to Gianna Christmas Eve 2003 appearing as a youth 5-6 years old)
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– “Come, Come Now” –
Our Lady of Emmitsburg Invites All
to Come to
The Center of Her Immaculate Heart
The Foundation remains committed to helping all those who might have the question:
“So, about all this, what can I do?” In answer, we will make some practical
suggestions in coming enewsletters and other communications. However, today, as
a first such suggestion, we would like to remind everyone of an invitation promising
great benefit indeed!
Our Lady of Emmitsburg continues always to invite all people of all faiths to come to
the Center of Her Immaculate Heart, the Emmitsburg Maryland area. On June 6,
2002, Our Lady told Gianna Talone-Sullivan and a small group of her Ambassadors:
“…For it is a new era and here it commences. Here it starts, with me your Mother,
the Queen of all the heavens, the Queen of my Son, the Queen of the universe. I am
here in Emmitsburg. I am here at the Center of my Immaculate Heart. I am here in
the United States of America. I am here at the center of my Son’s Divine Mercy. I am
here to be with you for all time! For now is the war in which evil will be slain; and we
shall be victorious because we love God, and those who love God can only win! …”
(OLOE Private 06-06-02)

A year later she said in a private message:
“…This country is consecrated to me. Because this country has been consecrated to
me, I will watch over it. However, I can only watch over those who desire me and
wish for me to protect them and guide them. If they do not wish my presence, then
they do not wish my Son's Presence either, because of the Covenant of Our Two
Hearts. He became Flesh because of my blood. He is God; I am not. But He, being
Divine, became Man to save humanity through me who was not only sinless but also
shared the Blood which He carried in His Heart and which He shed and poured forth
for all humanity. I continue to say that I am here, that this is the Center of my
Immaculate Heart, and that I will not leave, because this is where my Son is. But if
people continue to be so afraid and so rude, not only to other human beings, but so
offensive to God Himself, then even though We will not leave, there will be a price for
them to pay for the offenses they commit against His Most Sacred Heart. Those who
desire to remain protected and secure need only to fulfill my Son's desire for the
sacraments, as well as for prayer and charitable acts for not only the poor but for
even those who are righteous. Those who continue to judge and to be ruthless and
defiant against God through their pretentious knowledge and arrogant ways will
suffer a price, because those who follow Christ must be pure. He will not relinquish
His ground because this is His plan. St. Elizabeth Ann Seton is there by you,
protecting you and reclaiming my territory through her intercession. …”
(OLOE Private 07-03-03)

And then in the summer of 2006:
“…The more you pray, the more you will be enlightened to know all the blessings and
graces you have received and the faults that you can change to become holy. As your
Mother I love you, and I will always be by your side. I will never leave you. It is my
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desire for so many people in the world to know how much God loves them; but as I
have said, there are few listening; and if they do listen, it is only temporarily before
their old ways come back. Everyone desires to believe that they do not need to
change, and that before the eyes of God they are all-pure. What an awakening it will
be for them when God the Father unlocks the bowls of purification! …How blessed
you are that God has allowed me to come here! How many more graces the people,
especially in this country alone, could receive if they but only opened their hearts and
would come. I would even invite them to come out of curiosity so that they could see
the Love of all the others praying and could receive the blessing from Heaven that is
life-changing. Thank you for your continued prayer, because your prayer is your
protection, even against maladies and life threatening diseases, against natural
disasters and any man-inflicted acts of terror. Prayer is your greatest tool because it
keeps you centered and focused on the Truth, the Truth of God Who is the Father, the
Truth of the Son Who is Jesus, and the Truth of the Holy Spirit, without Whom, you
would never be able to discern or know the Way. …” (OLOE Public 06-20-06)

Our Lady of Emmitsburg has told Gianna Talone-Sullivan that she is not witnessing
very many people flooding the mail and media or speaking on behalf of God and
imploring Her Church as a loud voice to allow – no, not just allow, but to encourage –
pilgrims to come here and pray, even in the absence of her messenger Gianna
Talone-Sullivan. Our Lady stands poised to pour out God’s graces and blessings
abundantly on all those who come here – here to the National Shrine Grotto of
Lourdes, here to Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary and University, here to the Basilica Shrine
of St. Elizabeth Ann Seton, here to the parishes of St. Josephs, the St. Anthony’s
Shrine Parish, and St. Mary’s (Fairfield) with St. Gaetano Errico Adoration Chapel.
Come also to the Center of Divine Mercy.91 Yes, the future and the historical fate of
what is at stake at this Center of Her Immaculate Heart rest with all of us who have
been called and who believe. Now is the time for all of us to rally to the forefront, or
all may be lost! As we serve as messengers, we must strengthen the discipleship of
others and lead them and help them to understand.
The Foundation of the Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart of Mary stands poised to help
Our Lady do just that! So let us pray and let us rejoice in proclaiming from our hearts,
in the streets and from the rooftops, in the mail and on the internet and all public
media we have access to:

Come! Come!
Come to the Center of Her Immaculate Heart!
All are Welcome!

By unanimous consent, this “Foundation Action” in effect July 4, 2009, is approved by:

The Board of Directors
The Foundation of the Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart of Mary, Inc.
(In truth, this “Foundation Action” was prepared with concerted effort in verifying accuracy. Should anyone believe they
have found any inaccuracy, please write: The Foundation at: The Foundation of the Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart of
Mary, Inc., Attn: “TRUTH BE KNOWN”, P.O. Box 505, Fairfield, PA 17320). After review, should merit to an inaccuracy be
found, a revision will be posted without notice at http://www.tfsih.com/misc/FoundationAction_No_2_07-04-08.pdf ).
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- Endnotes Foundation website: www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org
The Foundation Crest: http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/foundation/the_crest.asp
3 Historical Perspective: http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/foundation/historical.asp
4 More on the Church and private revelations from June 30, 2009 Foundation Enewsletter:
http://www.tfsih.com/eNewsletter/ViewNewsLetter.Aspx?DocumentID=220
5 Fr. John B. Wang commentary on the private revelations associated with Our Lady of
Emmitsburg:
http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/messages/messages_commentary.asp
6 Read The Foundation of the Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart “Mission” description:
http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/foundation/ourmission.asp
7 Full text of Our Lady of Emmitsburg Public Message to the World given June 1, 2008 can be
read at:
1
2

http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/messages/singlenews.asp?item_ID=1466&comm=0&list_code_int
=NEW03-INT

For more information regarding the prophecies of Our Lady of Emmitsburg visit:
www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org
9 More on the Center of the Immaculate Heart, Emmitsburg, Maryland can be found at:
http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/center/background.asp
10 Excerpted from Our Lady of Emmitsburg Private Message September 20, 2008
11 By counsel of Spiritual Direction, formal name reference is employed for posterity and
accurate citation such that where normally Gianna or Gianna Sullivan will be expected,
Gianna Talone-Sullivan will be the formal reference employed.
12 Reference the “Summary of Mystical Experiences of Gianna Sullivan”:
http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/foundation/mystical_experiences.asp
13 Response Document of Gianna Talone-Sullivan to the Pastoral Advisory:
http://www.tfsih.com/misc/PastoralAdvisoryResponse10-13-2008.pdf
14 Typical Response Document to a Archdiocesan Pastoral Advisory Notification Letter:
http://www.tfsih.com/misc/PastoralAdvisoryNotificationResponse_PFB_10-21-08.pdf
15 Listen to Father Al Pehrsson testimony having details about St. Joseph’s Church in Emmitsburg:
http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/messages/messages_audio.asp
16 Read Dom Forker brief article on Emmitsburg Catholic Heritage entitled "Mary's Mountain" and
"Joseph's Valley”: http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/center/background.asp
17 Listen to Fr. Al Pehrsson detail, among other things, the St. Joseph’s prayer group:
http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/messages/messages_audio.asp
18 Fr. René Laurentin on approaches to private revelation 08-15-01:
http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/images/Document_Scan.pdf
19 Article written by the world-renowned Marian theologian, René Laurentin, appeared in his
recent Dictionnarire Des “Apparitions” De La Vierge Marie, Librairie Arthème Fayard, 2007, pp
1426: http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/images/E-burg_Laurentin_Doc._2.0_.pdf
20 “Encyclical Insights on Our Lady of Emmitsburg – Truth, Reason, and Conscience,” 08-27-09,
Rev 16.3, Peter Blanchard, reference: http://www.tfsih.com/misc/Encylcical_Insights_08-2707_rev_16.3.pdf
21 Many report continued and increased confusion resultant from the issuance of the October 9,
2008 Pastoral Advisory, see:
http://www.tfsih.com/misc/PastoralAdvisoryNotificationResponse_PFB_10-21-08.pdf
22 For more information on the 2003 decree see:
http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/churchresponses.html
23 Special Edition Enewsletter June 30, 2009 on private revelations:
http://www.tfsih.com/eNewsletter/ViewNewsLetter.Aspx?DocumentID=220
8
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Reference: http://www.tfsih.com/misc/PastoralAdvisoryResponse10-13-2008.pdf &
http://www.tfsih.com/misc/PastoralAdvisoryNotificationResponse_PFB_10-21-08.pdf
25 The public prayer service is where Our Lady of Emmitsburg was giving her monthly public
message to the world. It was conducted off properties of the Archdiocese of Baltimore in
subsequent obedience to the directive of the June 7, 2003 Archdiocesan Decree issuance.
The Lynfield prayer service was specifically addressed in the February 11, 2008 Gianna TaloneSullivan letter to Archbishop O’Brien)
26 Full text of poem is included in Gianna Talone-Sullivan Pastoral Advisory Response – see
endnote 3
27 First Foundation Action date October 15, 2008:
http://www.tfsih.com/eNewsletter/ViewNewsLetter.Aspx?DocumentID=176
28 Five Points Important to Remember: http://www.tfsih.com/Misc/5points.html
29 Reference: http://www.tfsih.com/eNewsletter/ViewNewsLetter.Aspx?DocumentID=220
30 Visit:
http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/backgroundinfo/howthemysticalexperiencesbegan.ht
ml
31 One example is found at: http://www.tfsih.com/Private/Messaro.pdf
32 See Fr. Rene Laurentin, renowned Marian Theologian contributions:
http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/images/Document_Scan.pdf &
http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/images/E-burg_Laurentin_Doc._2.0_.pdf
33 See Fr. Rene Laurentin culminating life’s work: “Dictionnarire Des “Apparitions” De La Vierge
Marie” (The Dictionary of the Apparitions of the Virgin Mary) entry on Gianna Talone-Sullivan
private revelations: http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/images/Eburg_Laurentin_Doc._2.0_.pdf
34 Some prominent thinkers are quoted in the January 7 2007 Public Apparition Video:
http://www.tfsih.com/Video/ViewVideo.Aspx?VideoID=3
35 Learn more about the prophetic messages of Our Lady of Emmitsburg at:
http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/thepropheciesasummary.html
36 Here below are some observations regarding some justifications some of the residual few
whom, not being able to refute any of the “Five Points Important to Remember”, seem to have
adopted. These few including those:
24

• Who for whatever reason, remain either unwilling or unable to cast off or remedy their own
inordinate personal suspicious umbrage by seeking to be accurately and truthfully informed;
they seem to remain uncomfortably seeped in their own unfounded suspicions and
ignorance regarding the matter.
• Who embrace the age-old false idea that the ‘end’ of ‘preservation of unity’ justifies
improper ‘means’ in its attainment. Thus they justify attempts to attain or preserve unity by
believing fallacy true and defamation and assassination of character licit.
• Who with disinterest, complacency, and indifference, are apparently satisfied with the
‘status quo’. Thus, they remain comfortable in a certain kind of torpor, not wanting to face
and accept, be bothered by, or simply find annoying: the implications of a visit by the
Mother of God, who calls for and announces change, Heaven’s change; She who invites all
people to return to God.
• Who like the archetypal wolf in the English folktale “The Story of the Three Little Pigs”,
encounters the house of ‘The Private Revelations of Our Lady of Emmitsburg’ built with bricks
of truth. And, being unable to find valid proof of inauthenticity, say: ’…I’ll huff, and I’ll puff,
and I’ll blow your house in.” The wolf’s result: “Well, he huffed, and he puffed, and he huffed
and he puffed, and he puffed and huffed; but he could not get the house down.”
• Who assert inauthenticity because they are suspicious that the Archdiocese possesses some
secret or hidden undisclosed invalidating information not referenced or known externally
and thereby fallaciously attempt to justify that Gianna-Talone Sullivan is certainly a fraud, or
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label her defamatorily as an inauthentic visionary prophet. A suspicion does not a truth
make.
• Who socially isolate and entomb themselves as hidden in shadows and in darkness. They
hold and assert their personal complaint, gripe, or erroneous viewpoints only to those who,
for whatever reason, still remain able to lend a sympathetic ear without posing the
uncomfortable challenge of reason and truth. Thus, clinging to fallacy, they come not out
into the light so that it is plainly seen that what they do is done in God, and what they hold as
true is actually so. In fear, they often find ways to anonymously express their doubt. Often
with wrath and a peculiar, repelling, and obstinate self-righteousness, they then blame Our
Lady of Emmitsburg, the visionary prophet, or believers for, what they perceive, is a loss of
friends. While they ostracize believers, it seems that same punishing sentence is self-inflicted;
it sadly results that they end up isolating themselves. They stubbornly do not make honest
personal attempt, and they resist all efforts of others, to gain liberty by informing themselves
with the truth and cling desperately to the reputation as one who has ‘staked a claim’ that
the private revelations are inauthentic. It is as if possessing an excess of pride, they can
neither acknowledge their own error, fault, and wrong - nor the truth.
Unfortunately, there are accounts where these unreasoning incredulous ‘birds of a feather’
have flocked together for mutual support with the result: erroneous ideas, calumny,
defamation and unjust actions are perpetuated and multiplied. It is a mystery of grace and of
iniquity why this continues. God is Love, His mercy unfathomable!
Reference the Position Paper of The Foundation of the Sorrowful and Immaculate Heart of
Mary entitled “Unity, Division, & Truth” at: http://www.tfsih.com/Misc/Unity.html
38 Reference:

37

http://www.tfsih.com/keyword/FL_ViewMessage.Aspx?MessageID=57626&MsgType=1&KeyWord=indiffer
ence

39

Reference:

http://www.tfsih.com/keyword/FL_ViewMessage.Aspx?MessageID=57610&MsgType=1&KeyWord=indiffer
ence
40

Reference:

http://www.tfsih.com/keyword/FL_ViewMessage.Aspx?MessageID=58207&MsgType=3&KeyWord=indiffer
ence
41

Reference:

http://www.tfsih.com/keyword/FL_ViewMessage.Aspx?MessageID=57886&MsgType=2&KeyWord=indiffer
ence

Joseph Jacobs, English Fairy Tales (London: David Nutt, 1890), no. 14, pp. 68-72; See:
http://books.google.com/books?id=_-EOAAAAQAAJ&printsec=titlepage#PRA1-PA68,M1
43 For an example of acting in good conscience, read the letter at:
http://www.tfsih.com/misc/PastoralAdvisoryNotificationResponse_PFB_10-21-08.pdf
44 Our Lady of Emmitsburg Public Message to the World June 1, 2008: “Message of the Two Suns”:
42

http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/messages/singlenews.asp?item_ID=1466&comm=0&list_code_int=NEW0
3-INT

45

Become a Foundation member at:

http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/login.asp?rdrtpg=member_Add_Update_Org.asp&org=0&r
drtpg1=memh
46

Archives of the Public Messages from Our Lady of Emmitsburg:

http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/messages/news_archive.asp?comm=0&list_code_int=NEW
03-INT
47

Archives of the Words of God the Father:

http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/foundation/news_archive.asp?comm=0&list_code_int=NE
W01-INT
48

Archives of the LESSONS from Our Lord:

http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/foundation/news_archive.asp?comm=0&list_code_int=NE
W02-INT
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All messages of “My Hidden Life” by Our Lord Jesus Christ to Gianna Talone Sullivan:
http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/foundation/hidden_life_index.asp
50 “Virtual space weather from the sun to Earth – The perfect storm packs the energy of 100
million atomic bombs”, Insights Magazine article, see:
http://ct.gsfc.nasa.gov/insights/vol15/story2.htm
51 Nasa satellites: http://www.nasa.gov/worldbook/artificial_satellites_worldbook.html
52 NOAA satellites: http://www.noaa.gov/satellites.html
53 Visit the educational: http://hubblesite.org/
54 NASA Hubble Space Telescope Satellite: http://hubble.nasa.gov/
55 NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory Voyager Satellites web site: http://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/
56 NOAA GOES (Geostationary Satellites): http://www.oso.noaa.gov/goes/index.htm
57 European Space Agency: http://sci.esa.int/
58 Vatican Observatory website: http://www.vaticanobservatory.org/
59 Very helpful “Windows to the Universe” educational website: Windows to the Universe is a
user-friendly learning system covering the Earth and Space sciences for use by the general
public and contains a rich array of documents, including images, movies, animations, and
data sets, that explore the Earth and Space sciences and the historical and cultural ties
between science, exploration, and the human experience, and since it has users of all ages,
the site is written in three reading levels approximating elementary, middle school and high
school reading levels, visit:
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/space_weather/space_weather.html
60 Reference National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Space Weather
Prediction Center at: www.swpc.noaa.gov
61 Reference: www.spaceweather.com
62 Reference NASA Solar Heliophysics satellite site: http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/
63 “Severe Space Weather Events – Understanding Societal and Economic Impacts”, A Workshop
Report, National Research Council of The National Academies 2008; Reference page 76-85,
29-34 & Visit: http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12507
64 “Severe Space Weather Events”, Preface VII:
http://books.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=12507&page=R7
65 NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) “The Sunspot Cycle” webpage:
http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/SunspotCycle.shtml
66 NASA webpage on “The Nature of the Sun”: http://history.nasa.gov/EP-177/ch3-2.html
67 The Solar Interior: http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/sun/solar_interior_new.html
68 NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (2009, April 15). Solar Storms: Coronal Mass Ejections
Viewed In Detail By NASA Spacecraft. Science Daily. Retrieved June 19, 2009, from
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/04/090414160803.htm
69 “Advanced Materials and Techniques for Radiation Dosimetry” by Khalil Arshak and Olga
Korostynska, 2006 Artech House, Norwood, MA, artechhouse.com.
70 Foundation Ambassador at Large Courtenay Bartholomew background:
http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/center/center_ambassador.asp
71 “The End of This Era: A Linkage of Science and Religion” by Professor Courtenay Bartholomew;
Queenship Publishing, 2008; Professor Bartholomew receives no proceeds for the sales and
distribution of his book out of a conviction that all be informed and prepared at any cost
about the “End of this Era”; For your copy:
http://www.queenship.org/productdetails.cfm?SKU=3807
72 Reference UC Berkeley News: “Red giant star Betelgeuse mysteriously shrinking” June 9, 2009:
http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2009/06/09_betelim.shtml
73 “Supernova Birth Observed for First Time,” space.com:
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/080521-supernova-birth.html
74 NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center (2007, October 1). Comet Collides With Solar Hurricane.
Science Daily. Retrieved June 19, 2009, from
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/10/071001145018.htm
49
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Monitored and discovered PHAs are on the front page of : www.spaceweather.com
“Earth's Inconstant Magnetic Field” article:
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2003/29dec_magneticfield.htm
77 Pole reversal timeline/history: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/magnetic/timeline.html
78 Watch a pole reversal simulation: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/magnetic/reversals.html
79 “Earth's Magnetic Field Reversals Illuminated By Lava Flows Study” article:
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/09/080926105021.htm
80 “Radiation Owner’s Manual” article by National Semiconductor:
http://www.national.com/appinfo/space/files/ROM_Issues.pdf
81 “An Evaluation of Radiation Exposure Guidance for Military Operations:
Interim Report”. a reference helpful explanatory paper on radiation exposure:
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=5853
82 NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (2008, December 17). Biggest Breach Of Earth's Solar
Storm Shield Discovered. Science Daily. Retrieved June 19, 2009, from
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/12/081216161147.htm
83 European Space Agency (2006, October 4). Details Of Solar Particles Penetrating The Earth's
Environment Revealed. Science Daily. Retrieved June 19, 2009, from
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/10/061003191203.htm
84 “Solar Storm Threat Analysis” paper by James A. Marusek, Impact, Bloomfield, Indiana 47424:
http://personals.galaxyinternet.net/tunga/SSTA.pdf
85 Reference: http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/themis/news/themis_leaky_shield.html
86 Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA) - National Level Exercise 2009 (NLE
09) will include national disaster response:
http://www.fema.gov/media/fact_sheets/nle09.shtm
87 Reference controversial homeland security document at
http://www.fas.org/irp/eprint/rightwing.pdf
88 Reference: www.pandemicflu.gov &
http://www.pandemicflu.gov/plan/community/commitigation.html
89 Some are beware of government vaccination programs:
http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/default.htm
90 “The Marian Apparitions at Emmitsburg, Maryland,” Paper By Rev. John B. Wang, Ph.D., J.U.D,
see a reference to The Mercy Foundation video “Unbridled Mercy: The Return of Jesus as a
Child” (not the corporal end-of-the-world return of Jesus as judge but a return in a Eucharistic
reign):
75
76

http://www.prourladyofemmitsburg.org/churchresponses/themarianapparitionsatemmitsburgrevjohnbwang.html

91

Our Lady refers to the Scottsdale Arizona area as Our Lord’s Center of Divine Mercy and
Emmitsburg Maryland as the Center of Her Immaculate Heart:

http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/messages/singlenews.asp?item_ID=325&comm=0&list_code_int=NEW03
-INT & http://www.centeroftheimmaculateheart.org/center/background.asp
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